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About Smartsheet

Make Collaboration Work
Enable teams to execute with speed and accountability with a simple, intuitive interface that allows 
business users to quickly configure, adapt, and improve their work processes, without enrolling the 
help of IT.

Make Better Decisions, Faster
Reports, dashboards, and portals provide high-level, quickly digestible information that is powered by 
real-time, detailed data to all stakeholders. Business leaders have the information they need, when 
they need it, so they can make the best decisions for their business.

Automate Work Processes
Easily collect and act on data with forms, and create complex automated workflows with a few simple 
clicks, allowing teams to step away from repetitive and mundane tasks, and focus on innovation and 
growth. Minimize risk when managing work at scale, while ensuring consistent execution.

Deploy With Confidence
Innovate on a secure and extensible platform with over 2,000 different use cases across a number 
of roles and industries. Robust administrative controls enable IT teams to use Smartsheet within 
enterprise-grade compliance and governance frameworks.

Mitigate risk by using pre-built templates, template sets, and other premium solutions to empower 
teams and organizations to deploy proven solutions, fast.

Connect and Extend
Smartsheet works seamlessly with key enterprise tools and apps from Microsoft and Google, as well as 
Salesforce, Jira, Slack, and many others, so you can focus on the work that matters most — using the 
best tool for the job.

Organizational speed and execution are critical to gaining a competitive edge. Smartsheet is the best way to plan, 
capture, manage, automate, and report on work, enabling teams and organizations to move from idea to impact — fast.

Unleash the benefits of greater work agility and collaboration with this powerful work execution platform that 
empowers teams and organizations to:
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